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A New York Times Bestseller"Sciolino’s sharply observed account serves as a testament to…
Paris—the city of light, of literature, of life itself." —The New YorkerElaine Sciolino, the former
Paris Bureau Chief of the New York Times, invites us on a tour of her favorite Parisian street,
offering an homage to street life and the pleasures of Parisian living. "I can never be sad on the
rue des Martyrs," Sciolino explains, as she celebrates the neighborhood’s rich history and
vibrant lives. While many cities suffer from the leveling effects of globalization, the rue des
Martyrs maintains its distinct allure. On this street, the patron saint of France was beheaded and
the Jesuits took their first vows. It was here that Edgar Degas and Pierre-Auguste Renoir painted
circus acrobats, Emile Zola situated a lesbian dinner club in his novel Nana, and François
Truffaut filmed scenes from The 400 Blows. Sciolino reveals the charms and idiosyncrasies of
this street and its longtime residents—the Tunisian greengrocer, the husband-and-wife
cheesemongers, the showman who’s been running a transvestite cabaret for more than half a
century, the owner of a 100-year-old bookstore, the woman who repairs eighteenth-century
mercury barometers—bringing Paris alive in all of its unique majesty. The Only Street in Paris will
make readers hungry for Paris, for cheese and wine, and for the kind of street life that is all too
quickly disappearing.

"The atmosphere on rue des Martyrs is refreshing and enticing in our modern world." ---Library
Journal Starred Review --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About
the AuthorElaine Sciolino is a writer for the New York Times in Paris and the author of La
Seduction, Persian Mirrors, and The Outlaw State. In 2010, she was decorated as a chevalier of
the Legion of Honor for her special contribution to the friendship between France and the United
States. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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IN MEMORY OFGAETANO “TOM”SCIOLINOandANTHONY “TONY THEFOOD KING”
SCIOLINOCONTENTSLIST OF ILLUSTRATIONSTHE PERFECT STREETSEARCHING FOR
HOMEIS FISH NECESSARY?HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHTWEDDING THE CROWDNOW, THIS
IS BUTTER!TO CATCH A MOUSETHE MEANING OF MARTYRDOMSOME OF MY FAVORITE
GHOSTSTHE KNIFE SHARPENERGUESS WHO’S COMING TO PASSOVER?THE
MURDERED SCHOOLGIRLSCHEAPER THAN A PSYCHIATRISTIN CELEBRATION OF
BOOKSTHE ARTISAN WITH THE GOLDEN TOUCHMINISTER OF THE NIGHTTHE DIVETHE
FLYING HOUSE OF THE VIRGIN MARYA STREET FIT FOR A POPELE KALE AMÉRICAIN
EST ARRIVÉ!THE RESURRECTION OF FISHLE
POTLUCKACKNOWLEDGMENTSBIBLIOGRAPHYLIST OF ILLUSTRATIONSPlease bookmark
your page before following any links.A view of the place Saint-Georges. A large bust of Paul
Gavarni, a nineteenth-century neighborhood painter and caricaturist, sits at its center.A view of
the rue des Martyrs from a postcard postmarked January 4, 1906.“The Perfect Street”: A
lamppost within the gated courtyard at Nos. 41–47 rue des Martyrs.A view of the intersection of
the rue des Martyrs and rue Notre-Dame-de-Lorette from an early-twentieth-century postcard.A
centuries-old print of a map of the Montmartre hill, showing the rue des Martyrs.A Wallace
fountain at the place Gustave-Toudouze near the rue des Martyrs. Since the nineteenth century,
more than one hundred of these small, cast-iron sculptures have been installed as public
drinking fountains, a project initiated by British philanthropist Sir Richard Wallace.The wooden
outer door at No. 18 rue Notre-Dame-de-Lorette has an elaborate wrought-iron grille featuring
lions, rabbits, birds, and mythical sea monsters.Stone mask on the side of the Art Nouveau
building at No. 39 rue des Martyrs that houses the Delmontel bakery.A flower shop at No. 59 rue
des Martyrs next to the gated entrance to the Cité Malesherbes.A traditional sign, or “flag,” that
juts out perpendicular to the facade of the- -Delmontel bakery. The building has housed a bakery
since 1902.Piles of butter in the cheese shop owned by Yves and Annick Chataigner at No. 3 rue
des Martyrs.Le Dream Café at No. 8 rue des Martyrs, formerly Café le Commerce, decorated
with the flags of countries participating in the 2014 World Cup.The plaque at the entrance to the
crypt at No. 11 rue Yvonne-le-Tac, just off the rue des Martyrs. The crypt is believed to be the
site of the beheading of Saint Denis, the patron saint of France.A view of the rue des Martyrs
that captures the way it looked in 1840. The product of many eras, the street is charming
architectural chaos, a hodgepodge of styles and building materials.In the courtyard of No. 23 rue
des Martyrs, a fountain topped by a medallion with the face of Théodore Géricault, a painter who
is considered the first of the Romantics and best known for The Raft of the Medusa.A close-up
of the Géricault medallion.A view of the Eiffel Tower at night, perched behind apartment
rooftops.A street sign for the rue des Martyrs, which spans the Ninth and Eighteenth
Arrondissements.Being Jewish, Jean-Michel Rosenfeld was forced to wear a yellow Star of
David as a child living in Paris during the Occupation. He has always carried it with him.A view of
the Sacré-Coeur Basilica from the bottom stretch of the rue des Martyrs.The Librairie Vendredi
at No. 67 rue des Martyrs is a classic Paris bookstore filled with obscure books on philosophy



and poetry.The Bibliothèque Thiers, a mansion built in 1873 on the place Saint-Georges. Named
after the statesman Adolphe Thiers, who once lived there, it is now a library that houses works of
nineteenth-century French history for use by scholars.The storefront of a shop at No. 97 rue des
Martyrs, owned by Laurence Gillery, an artisan who repairs and sells antique mercury
barometers and gilded wooden objects.An antique mercury barometer that hangs in the
shop.Cabaret Michou at No. 80 rue des Martyrs has been a transvestite cabaret for nearly sixty
years. Michou, who is well into his eighties, is a showman, a successful self-made businessman,
a philanthropist, and a beloved member of the community.Outside Cabaret Michou, a poster-
sized illustration of a big-lipped, big-haired, long-lashed, blond floozy hangs above a glass case
of photographs of transvestite entertainers.Oscar Boffy, artistic director of Cabaret Michou,
performs part of his routine for the dinner crowd.A tabac sign on the rue des Martyrs.The Notre-
Dame-de-Lorette Church as visible from rue Lafitte. The domes of the Sacré-Coeur Basilica up
the hill in the distance hover over the neoclassical facade of the church.Interior of the Notre-
Dame-de-Lorette Church. Designed by Louis-Hippolyte Lebas, it was consecrated in
1836.Interior of the crypt believed to be the site of the beheading of Saint Denis. It was also
here, in 1534, that Saint Ignatius Loyola and six of his companions took their first vows before
creating the Society of Jesus.A display of fruit outside the greengrocer at No. 3 rue des Martyrs,
owned by Kamel Ben Salem and his father-in-law, Abdelhamid Ben Dhaou.Live scallops in their
shells on display at the new fish store at No. 5 rue des Martyrs.A night view of the Ferris wheel at
the edge of the Tuileries Garden and of the obelisk at the place de la Concorde, with the Eiffel
Tower in the distance.The curving wooden staircase at No. 18 rue Notre-Dame-de-Lorette. The
staircase and the skylight at the top are oval, not round as are others of the Charles X building
era in the first half of the nineteenth century.THE PERFECT STREET. . .The rue des Martyrs is
the center of France.— SIOBHAN MLACAK,NEIGHBORHOOD PHOTOGRAPHERThe rue des
Martyrs is the center of the world.—LILIANE KEMPF, RESIDENT OFTHE RUE DES MARTYRS
FOR FIFTY YEARSSOME PEOPLE LOOK AT THE RUE DES MARTYRS AND see a street. I
see stories.For me, it is the last real street in Paris, a half-mile celebration of the city in all its
diversity—its rituals and routines, its permanence and transience, its quirky old family-owned
shops and pretty young boutiques. This street represents what is left of the intimate, human side
of Paris.I can never be sad on the rue des Martyrs. There are espressos to drink, baguettes to
sniff, corners to discover, people to meet. There’s a showman who’s been running a transvestite
cabaret for more than half a century, a woman who repairs eighteenth-century mercury
barometers, and an owner of a century-old bookstore with a passion for left-wing philosophers.
There are merchants who seduce me with their gastronomic passions: artichokes so young they
can be served raw, a Côtes du Rhône so smooth it could be a fine Burgundy, a Mont d’Or
cheese so creamy it is best eaten with a spoon. The small food shops on the lower end have no
doors. That makes them cold in winter, hot in summer, damp when it rains, and inviting no matter
what the weather.The shopkeepers enforce a culinary camaraderie that has helped me discover
my inner Julia Child. What Child wrote in My Life in France resonates here as in no other place:



“The Parisian grocers insisted that I interact with them personally. If I wasn’t willing to take the
time to get to know them and their wares, then I would not go home with the freshest legumes or
cuts of meat in my basket. They certainly made me work for my supper—but, oh, what
suppers!”Like Julia, I interact personally. I work for my supper. I caress tomatoes, inspect veal
chops, sniff ripe Camembert, sample wild boar charcuterie, and go wobbly over buttery brioche.
The foodsellers watch, bemused. I have been introduced to a sweet turnip with yellow stripes
named “Ball of Gold”; I have been taught to liberate a raw almond from its skin by slamming it
into a wall. Sometimes I even pretend to be Julia, who, like me, spoke strongly American-
accented French. (I never, ever try to imitate her voice—an odd blend of shrillness and warmth—
or her chortling laugh. That I leave to Meryl Streep.)The rue des Martyrs does not belong to
monumental Paris. You won’t find it in most Paris guidebooks. About a mile north east of the
place de l’Opéra and half a mile south of the Sacré-Coeur Basilica, it cuts through former
working-class neighbo-r-hoods of the Ninth and Eighteenth Arrondissements. It lacks the
grandeur of the Champs-Élysées and the elegance of Saint--Germain. Yet it has made history.
On this street, the patron saint of France was beheaded, the Jesuits took their first vows, and the
ritual of communicating with the dead was codified. It was here that Edgar Degas and Pierre-
Auguste Renoir painted circus acrobats, Émile Zola situated a lesbian dinner club in his novel
Nana, and François Truffaut filmed scenes from The 400 Blows. The rue des Martyrs is
mentioned in Gustave Flaubert’s Sentimental Education, arguably the most influential French
novel of the nineteenth century, and in Guy de Maupassant’s Bel-Ami, a scandalous tale of
opportunism and corruption. More recently, Pharrell Williams, Kanye West, and the band
Phoenix came here to record songs at a state-of-the-art music studio.The rue des Martyrs is not
long—about half a mile, no longer than the stretch of New York’s Fifth Avenue between
Rockefeller Center and Central Park. But its activity is much more concentrated: nearly two
hundred small shops and restaurants are packed into its storefronts. Although it is wide enough
for cars to park on one side, it is so narrow that people living in apartments facing the street
know the comings and goings of residents and shopkeepers just across the way. There is the old
woman who stands on her balcony for a cigarette each morning, the man who washes his
windows every Tuesday, and the young couple who open their shutters and play loud music
before going to work.Early each morning, a respectable-looking young woman heads to her job
at a massage parlor that everyone knows offers more than massages, while nannies from far-off
places like Mali and Cameroon drop off children at a day-care center hidden inside a courtyard.
Late each afternoon, as residents begin returning home from work, an elderly woman sings to
herself, filling the sidewalks with childish tones of “la, la, la, la,” while a battered musician with
missing teeth and a guitar strapped on his back wanders in and out of shops, displaying varying
degrees of coherence.Every Saturday morning, I sit at the café at No. 8 and face the rue des
Martyrs to watch the show. The actors perform on six mini-stages on the other side of the street:
my greengrocer and my favorite cheese shop and my butcher at No. 3, my fallback cheese shop
and my fish store at No. 5, and the front of my supermarket, where an itinerant chair caner sets



up at No. 9. I order a café crème. Mohamed (a.k.a. Momo) Allili, the day manager, doesn’t mind
when I bring a sugared brioche from my favorite bakery next door. This café serves as my
personal salon, where neighbors and merchants come and tell stories of the street’s history and
its transformation over the years.The rue des Martyrs has managed to retain the feel of a small
village despite the globalization and gentrification rolling over Paris like a bulldozer without
brakes. As an outsider, I am part of the forces of modernization that threaten to dismantle the
street’s centuries-old community. Yet over time—partly through what I call random acts of
meddling, inspired by my journalist’s curiosity—--I have broken into this tight-knit community. I
have built relationships with those who live and work here—not necessarily deep friendships,
but attachments created by a shared passion for a discrete geographical space. At first they
involved transactions—-goods bought and sold—and with enough time, they extended to
experiences shared.It is the tenacity of the small, traditional merchants and artisans that keeps
the character of the street intact. Now they know me, and I know them. I’ve spent so much time
on the street that I’ve learned the landscapes of their lives: their aches and pains, their vacation
destinations, the names and ages of their children. I’ve heard about the family wedding back
home in Tunisia and the attempted holdup of the jewelry store by gunmen. I know who takes a
long, hot shower every morning and who has a fantasy of meeting the actress Sharon Stone. I
know who suffers from diabetes and who secretly dyes his hair.I know about the merchant
whose marriage ended in divorce when he discovered his wife in bed with another man. He went
for the lover’s throat, spent forty-eight hours in jail, and was given a fine and a one-month
suspended sentence for assault.“What would you do if you found your husband in bed—in your
bed—with another woman?” he asked me over coffee. “Wouldn’t you react with rage?”I told him I
might kneecap him, Sicilian-style.I know about the torture Kamel the greengrocer endured when
he went home to Tunisia for a sciatica cure. The local healer made deep cuts in Kamel’s ankle
and back until he touched the sciatic nerve. Then he took a nail with a head the size of a quarter,
heated it in charcoal until the head turned red, and seared the cuts. He didn’t use anesthesia.
The large burns on Kamel’s skin healed unevenly. I know this because he lifted his shirt and one
of his trouser legs to show me. Somehow, the unconventional treatment worked.The street is a
hothouse of intimacy. Information becomes currency that has value and can be passed around.
When I told Annick, who runs the cheese store at No. 3 with her husband, Yves, that a new
merchant had been rude, she told my friend Amélie, who immediately reported the story back to
me with 20 percent more color and drama. When I reminded Ezzidine, then the greengrocer at
No. 16, that he had promised to take me to the Rungis wholesale food market just outside of
Paris, he informed me that he knew I had also asked one of his competitors down the street to
do the same. He wasn’t angry; he just wanted me to know that he knew.The feelings of
community are strongest among merchants clustered at the bottom of the street, who refer to
themselves as “family.” Service trumps competition. When the greengrocer at No. 3 ran out of flat
green beans, he grabbed some for me from the greengrocer at No. 4, across the street. My
pharmacy has female pharmacists who know my daughters and me so well that I often consult



them before calling the doctor.When I needed a seat small enough to fit into a shower after my
older daughter, Alessandra, sprained her ankle, I went first to the hardware store at No. 1, then
to the variety store at No. 16. Finally, Ezzidine walked me over to Orphée, the sliver of a store
selling jewelry and watches at No. 9, across the street, and introduced me to Joseph, the owner.
Joseph gave me a chair and told me to bring it back when I no longer needed it.Acceptance in
the “family” comes with privileges but also with a code of conduct: smile and say bonjour to
every merchant you pass; stop in for a chat even if you’re not buying; never, ever be rude. This
means I cannot be rushed. It can take thirty minutes to walk a few hundred feet. I confess there
are times when I’m not up for small talk, when I try to avoid the shopkeepers by taking a shortcut
through the supermarket. But François the supermarket security guard knows me now; he
always smiles and says bonjour.No matter what the day, I never walk alone on the rue des
Martyrs. Somehow, I have made the street mine. I say and do things I wouldn’t dare say and do
anywhere else in Paris.No one, except my two daughters, makes fun of me.SEARCHING FOR
HOME. . .“It will be dark,” she said.“No, it has good light,” he said. “When I was here it was getting
morning sun.”“I never imagined living on the premier étage.”—DIANE JOHNSON, Le MariageIT
TOOK ME A DECADE TO GET TO THE RUE DES MARTYRS. I discovered the street shortly
after my husband, Andy, and I moved to Paris with our two daughters, in 2002. The street
became my go-to place on Sunday mornings, when its shops are open while much of Paris is
shut tight. In those days, it was a relatively unknown alternative to the tourist-clogged Marais. I
called it the “anti-Marais.”I came to Paris as bureau chief for the New York Times; Andy took a
job as the only American in a French law firm. We arrived with a plan to go back home after three
years, five years max. Then Andy passed the French bar exam. Then we wanted Gabriela, our
younger daughter, to finish high school. We stayed on for a sixth year, then a seventh and an
eighth.No longer new expatriates in the first flush of love with France, we became long-term
residents with respectable French and mastery of the Paris Métro. Our daughters went off to
college in America, and we decided to downsize and leave our sophisticated neighborhood off
the rue du Bac, in the Seventh Arrondissement. I wanted the other side of the Seine. I wanted
the rue des Martyrs.In 2010, a year—yes, a year—into the Paris search, an ad for a suspiciously
too-good-to-be-true apartment just off the rue des Martyrs popped up on a real estate website. It
was on the rue Notre-Dame-de-Lorette a few steps from one of the architectural gems of the
Ninth Arrondissement, the wheel-shaped place Saint-Georges. The space was good, the rent
reasonable. The real estate agent, who worked next door, told us the building even had a fringe
benefit that has become a rarity in Paris: a superb concierge.All of this was demonstrably true.
We met the concierge, Ilda Da Costa, and learned that she was Portuguese-born and lived with
her husband in a 650-square-foot apartment off the courtyard. They’d raised their three sons
there. For more than three decades, she had watched over the building with a combination of
intelligence, rigorous attention to detail, and a sense of humor. She was also cool. She wore slim
jeans and sneakers and pulled her hair back in a ponytail.Alas, the apartment was flawed.Paris
is called the “City of Light,” but the dirty little secret is that it is dark most of the year. It is a



northern city, on about the same latitude as Seattle. (New York, by contrast, sits on a level with
Madrid and Naples.) The apartment was on the premier étage: the first floor as the French count
it, one floor up in American parlance. Living on the premier étage meant coexisting with the
demons of darkness.And there was no elevator. That suggested dark corridors, peeling paint,
lead pipes, faulty electrical wiring, and unreliable door locks.The most serious disincentive was
the shop on the ground floor just below the apartment. It was called Pyro Folie’s, and it sold
fireworks for parties and special-effects material for the stage. Its picture window was decorated
with large jars of highly flammable cellulose in a dozen colors.As a former Washington-based
reporter who once wrote about the CIA, I thought I knew a thing or two about uncovering secrets.
I launched an investigation of the building. I visited the neighborhood firehouse and the
prefecture of police. The police officers and firefighters assured me that they had no records of
explosions on file. I interrogated Marie-Ange Roidor, Pyro Folie’s manager, who gave me a look
that said, “Who is this crazy American? She’s probably a vegetarian too.”Celestine Bohlen, my
friend and former New York Times colleague who lives around the corner, stopped by Pyro
Folie’s to follow up. She spoke to a young man working there. “He did his best to reassure,” she
told me. “He said, ‘We don’t have a nuclear reactor. We’ve been here thirty-five years. We are
grown-ups, sound of mind.’”Celestine also noted, however, that two rings pierced one of his
eyebrows and that he let slip that fireworks are kept in the salesroom on the ground floor (just
below the apartment’s master bedroom).That led me to ask a young French friend to consult her
father, an admiral who had once been in charge of France’s Naval Commandos. He had
decades of experience with explosives and land mines, in countries like Chad and
Afghanistan.“Elaine wants to know whether she should move into an apartment above a
fireworks store,” she told him.He gave her a stern military look and responded with a question:
“Would you live on top of a wasp’s nest?”That should have settled it.But the outside of the
building looked promising. The glossy dark paint on its heavy, wooden outer door had worn away
in places, giving it an air of shabby chic. The door had an elaborate wrought-iron grille featuring
lions, rabbits, birds, and mythical sea monsters. More wrought iron—curved forms over two feet
high—anchored each side of the door frame to the ground. Long ago, they had served to protect
the building from damage by horse-drawn carriages.From the moment I stepped into the
cobblestoned courtyard, I was no longer thinking about explosions in the middle of the night. I
was transported back to the first half of the nineteenth century. There were none of the oversized
plastic garbage bins, motorcycles, and bicycles that had cluttered our old building’s courtyard.
What were once horse stables had been transformed into automobile garages with discreet
black wooden doors.Then I was escorted into the entryway. Before me was an astonishing
architectural feature that I would later learn had been designated as a French historical
monument: a wide, curving, oval wooden staircase with a rosewood-and-wrought-iron banister
and a gold-trimmed runner in two-toned green. The staircase soared in elegance to an oval
beveled-glass skylight that opened up to the sun.The apartment door opened to reveal twelve-
foot-high ceilings. The original doors, mirrors, fireplaces, and ceiling moldings were intact. The



designs on the moldings were so intricate that they had names: denticules, as in teeth;
palmettes, as in palm leaves; marguerites, as in daisies. Light flooded in through eight-and-a-
half-foot-high windows—even sunlight!I knew we were home.OUR APARTMENT IS NOT, strictly
speaking, on the rue des Martyrs. But the street’s bounty of merchandise and frenzy of activity
are a mere five hundred feet from my front door. I currently count on the rue des Martyrs:31
restaurants and bistros3 cabarets and theaters4 bar-cafés10 home, furniture, and other
boutiques4 supermarkets and convenience stores18 traiteurs and specialty food shops5
greengrocers3 butchers12 bakeries and pastry shops2 fish shops3 cheese shops5 chocolate
shops4 wine merchants23 clothing and shoe stores2 secondhand clothing shops4 jewelers9
hair, skin, and nail salons2 tailors3 pharmacies5 opticians2 florists3 independent bookstores6
banks and insurance companies6 real estate agencies2 hotelsIt doesn’t stop there. Add in a
church, a high school, a retirement home, a hardware store, a day-care center, a self-service
laundry, a recording studio, a Thai massage parlor. And a locksmith and shoe cobbler, a
barometer and gilt frame restorer, a music school, a musical instrument repairer, and a gay
bathhouse called Sauna Mykonos, with a facade like a Greek temple.Who could ask for anything
more?THE RUE DES MARTYRS STARTS a block south of the place Saint-Georges, at the dirty
back wall of a forlorn church that from this perspective looks like a prison. It moves north, mostly
one-way with an uphill angle steep enough to force a walker to slow down. It dead-ends at a
cross street that takes you to an even steeper climb straight to the Sacré-Coeur Basilica at the
top of Montmartre, the highest point of Paris. The rue des Martyrs can be perceived as two
streets—or, better, two worlds—divided by a wide boulevard about three-fourths of the way up.
The part below belongs to nineteenth-century commercial and financial Paris, the part above to
what was once the village of Montmartre, outside the city limits.Immediately, in obedience to my
journalistic instincts, I wanted to know everything about my new home, and why the rue des
Martyrs has retained the feel of a small village. The street jealously guards its secrets: it has no
landmarks, no important architecture, no public gardens, nor any stone plaques on the sides of
buildings telling you who was born, lived, worked, or died here. But I didn’t have to go into
reporter mode to seek out the experts who could help. They found me.The process began at a
street fair at the place Saint-Georges. The place had recently been renovated, and the volunteer
association in the Ninth Arrondissement had decided to celebrate with food, drink, songs,
speeches, and guided tours of the historic sites. At the center of the place is a defunct fountain
with a large bust of Paul Gavarni, a nineteenth-century neighborhood painter and caricaturist.
One side of the place is dominated by a mansion encrusted with multi-colored marbles and
heavy with busts and statues; it is best known as the residence of the nineteenth-century
Russian-born queen of kept women known as La Païva. On the other side is an 1873 mansion
that houses a library of nineteenth-century French history for scholars, built by the French state
for the politician and writer Adolphe Thiers. At the Théâtre Saint-Georges, on the corner,
François Truffaut shot scenes for his 1980 film The Last Metro.It was at this street fair that I met
Didier Chagnas, a militant cheerleader for the neighborhood. Didier, well into his eighties, sports



a scruffy salt-and-pepper beard. His sweater hugged his big belly; his pants were so long that
they covered his shoes. His plaid sport coat was much too big and looked as if he had found it at
a church sale. (He probably had.)Didier was holding forth to some twenty people in front of La
Païva’s mansion. With its stone angels and lions and Gothic and Renaissance-style statues, the
mansion is so showy that it was chosen as the setting for the American embassy in the 2006 film
The Da Vinci Code. Didier said it was conceived as a fancy rental apartment building; later a
more luxurious, permanent residence was built for La Païva on the Avenue des Champs-
Élysées. At one point Didier wandered off topic and started talking about the rue Notre-Dame-de-
Lorette, my street, which runs through the place. “I myself have lived in Number 15 since 1975,”
he said.“You have? I live in 18!” I said.“Ah! You have a very beautiful staircase!” he exclaimed.He
took a deep breath and switched topics. Out came my building’s history. He called it one of the
most beautiful bourgeois houses of the neighborhood. The building was financed by a
businessman named Pierre Lemarié and was built in 1837. It had an unusual feature: entrances
on two different streets so that horses and horse-drawn carriages could move in and out easily.
Didier got so excited that he crossed the line of French politesse. “Could we all go into the
courtyard with you?” he asked. “Come on, let’s go! Is that okay?”I hesitated. My husband and I
are the only foreigners and non-owners in the building (except for the young renters in the maids’
rooms on the sixth floor). That means we doubly do not belong. To lead a gaggle of curiosity-
seeking French people into our courtyard could expose me to the wrath of our privacy--
conscious neighbors. But this was a day to celebrate. In no time at all, we were parading toward
my building.When we arrived at the door, Didier stopped short. “First, we must appreciate the
decorative wrought iron on the wooden door!” he said. So we did.Then I punched in the door
code and we filed into the entryway. Didier pointed out the friezes with hunting motifs and
representations of the star-crossed twelfth-century lovers Héloïse and Abélard that are mounted
above two of the inner doors. He said that so many buildings like mine were constructed at the
time that friezes had to be mass-produced in plaster molds, sold by the meter, and painted to
look like stone.He took us deep into the courtyard and drew our attention to the original
pavement of large square cobblestones and the one-car garages that were once stables for
horses. Then he led us into a second, smaller courtyard where a nineteenth-century fountain
stands. Please, please, I thought. Please get us through this before one of the neighbors comes
out and orders us to leave. But Didier was just getting warmed up. He said that a famous portrait
photographer, Nadar (whose real name was Gaspard-Félix Tournachon), had his studio here at
some point in the mid-nineteenth century. “He photographed just about every celebrity,” said
Didier. Among his subjects, I discovered later, were Hector Berlioz, Sarah Bernhardt, Jacques
Offenbach, George Sand, Guy de Maupassant, Édouard Manet, Gustave Doré, Gustave
Courbet, Franz Liszt, Richard Wagner, Charles Baudelaire, Victor Hugo, and Jules Verne.Didier
went on: “I don’t want to say something stupid, but I believe that Jules Verne lived here.” Jules
Verne? I live in the same building as the man who wrote Around the World in Eighty Days? (I
have never found evidence to confirm this, but what a delicious fantasy.)Most remarkable, Didier



said, are the unique staircase and skylight in the front entrance, which are oval, not round as are
others of the Charles X building era. People in our group nodded solemnly, as if they knew
everything about Charles X, the small-minded, ultra-conservative king of France from 1824 until
1830. His most important legacy was that he had an architectural style named after him. I had no
choice but to open the inner door so that our group could carry out an inspection.At this point, a
thin, middle-aged man in our group took over. He didn’t introduce himself, but I soon learned
who he was: Thierry Cazaux, an executive with the American investment firm Cantor Fitzgerald
by day and the unofficial historian and passionate promoter of the neighborhood at lunchtime,
on weekends, and by night. He explained that there had once been a plan to install an elevator
inside the oval stairwell and he had been part of the cabal to stop it.I later learned that Jean-
Pierre Gauffier, the preservationist-crusader who owns the apartment above mine, was its
leader. He waged an eight-year battle against the elevator. The pro-elevator lobby on the upper
floors argued that Gauffier’s campaign was unfair, as he lived on a lower floor and had only two
flights to climb.In 2008, the French government designated elements of the building as
“historical monuments” because of their authenticity and exceptional quality. That included not
only the staircase, the stairwell’s black-and-white stone floor, and the skylight, but also the
cobblestone-paved courtyard and the building’s three covered passageways. That means they
cannot be tampered with and are protected by law.Every once in a while, Jean-Pierre told me,
the keyhole of his front door is packed tight with chewing gum—a silent guerrilla operation from
one of the pro-elevatorists, he assumes. He can usually dig it out with a hairpin, but sometimes
he has to call a locksmith to get it unstuck.By this time, I was so deep into the exercise that I was
tempted to invite the group in for coffee. But in my upper-crust former neighborhood on the other
side of town I would never, ever have brought strangers home. And I couldn’t remember if I had
made the bed. So Didier, Thierry, and the group said their thank-yous and good-byes. One
middle-aged man stayed behind. He wore round tortoiseshell glasses, a corduroy sport coat,
jeans, and loafers, and he carried a small green backpack. With a sweet smile, he said his name
was Michel Güet, that he was retired, and that he knew a thing or two about the history of the
neighborhood.“May I offer to show you around?” he asked, oh so politely.I’m from the tough
West Side of Buffalo and came to Paris via New York City, Chicago, Beirut, Tehran, and
Baghdad. When a stranger offers to show me around, I normally ignore him and keep walking,
fast. But it was broad daylight, and I was at the edge of my neighborhood fair with hundreds of
people. I half-smiled and mumbled something like “Oh, yes, that would be nice.” Then I excused
myself to get on with my day.Fortunately for me, we would soon meet again.IS FISH
NECESSARY?. . .I closed my eyes and inhaled the rising perfume. Then I lifted a forkful of fish to
my mouth, took a bite, and chewed slowly. The flesh of the sole was delicate, with a light but
distinct taste of the ocean that blended marvelously with the browned butter. It was a morsel of
perfection.—JULIA CHILD, My Life in FranceWHEN LA POISSONNERIE BLEUE, AT NO. 5
RUE DES Martyrs, went out of business, it was more than the closing of a shop. It was the end of
a family business and the destruction of a web of neighborhood relationships with the



fishmongers. Collective horror set in that the street was losing its soul, along with its sole. I
shared in the general dismay.La Poissonnerie Bleue had an awning the color of the sea when a
sun-filled sky turns it the warmest of blues. It had been in business for more than a half century.
Marc Briolay, the owner, had started working there in 1978, when he was still a teenager. He and
his wife, Évelyne, had raised their two children in the 950-square-foot rental apartment
upstairs.They built La Poissonnerie Bleue into a family-run operation. Their daughter, Justine,
greeted customers out front. Their son, Thomas, scaled, gutted, and filleted in the back. Marc
made change and worked the credit card machine. Évelyne kept the books. But now business
was bad. Running a fish store is expensive, and Marc, I suspect, was more artisan than
businessman. Revenues fell in 2011 and again in 2012.Beneath the calm surface, a war waged
over the shop’s broken ice machine—a longstanding dispute between Marc and his landlord
over who would pay the 8,000 euros to repair it. Every fish shop needs large quantities of shaved
ice. So Marc was forced to buy his own, an expense as extravagant as it was necessary.That
was not all. The walls, the ceiling, the refrigerator—they all needed work. Then there was the
problem of the balcony. The Briolays claimed that a piece of it had once fallen on Thomas’s
head. At some point, with these issues unresolved, the Briolays began withholding rent. When
they owed the landlord 50,000 euros, he ordered them out.In the United States, when a
neighborhood merchant closes after so many years, there is often a ritual to mark the event. A
fire sale, perhaps, or a going-away party. In France, there is a tendency to pretend it isn’t
happening. So the announcement came in faint and barely legible writing on the “Suggestion of
the Day” chalkboard that hung in front of the shop: “The fish store will close for good on October
31, 2012. Thank you. The Management.”Because Marc refused to discuss the impending
closure, Évelyne, who rarely ventured into the shop, came to do the talking. “There are things I
can’t pay for,” she confessed. “I have no shame in saying it.”To any customer willing to listen, she
said, “This is going to kill the bottom of the rue des Martyrs! This is a little village. Parents bring
their kids here to teach them about food.”Her greatest fear was that a shoe store would move in.
The more she talked, the darker her predictions: “If there’s no fish shop, the neighborhood is
dead!”Everyone had an opinion about what could happen next, and all of the opinions were
negative. Maybe the Carrefour supermarket next door would break down the walls and expand.
Maybe yet another cheese shop or bakery would take over. No one had much hope that another
fishmonger would move in.“Where will we go for fish?” one customer lamented. “Picard?” Picard
is a national all-frozen-food supermarket chain with an outlet around the corner. Its frozen red
mullet is half the price of the fresh counterpart at La Poissonnerie Bleue, but Picard is viewed
with disdain by traditional French cooks. The dirty little secret is that some Picard fish is pas mal,
which in French doesn’t mean “not bad”; it actually means pretty good, only no one was
admitting that in this crisis.There was a smaller fresh-fish store several blocks up the street, but
for residents of the lower rue des Martyrs, that was a world away. “Too far, too far,” said Yves
Chataigner, who runs a cheese shop with his wife Annick, at No. 3 rue des Martyrs. “It might as
well be New York.”It wasn’t only that. The distant shop offered less choice, was owned by a



chain, and employed fishmongers who didn’t bother to learn their clients’ names or fish
preferences. (When I asked them for their reaction to the impending closure of their main
competition below, they replied with Gallic shrugs.) It was also up the hill, an incline that gets
steeper as the street moves north, toward Montmartre.“How will all the old grandmas get their
fish?” asked Valérie Levin, the baker’s wife across the street.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “I've Seen a St Denis Statue with a Halo!. Having read the forthcoming The
Seine by Sciolino and loving it, it was natural to follow up with an earlier book she wrote about
life in Paris. Not surprisingly, loved this one, too. Having grown up in Manhattan when the
neighborhoods still existed and little stores were on every street and avenue and the customers
knew the owners and a real relationship existed between the two, it was easy to relate to this
book. By the time one finishes reading it, one knows which store to buy the freshest produce, the
best cheese, the finest wine, the newspaper, the morning coffee and croissant and where to go
for books, music and entertainment. In addition, the history of the street and its buildings and its
decrepit Church are as familiar as though you, too, lived on the Rue des Martyrs. I'd love to visit
and see it for myself.”

ulysses4, “Still, A Moveable Feast. Perhaps, it is a precondition that you love Paris. If you do, this
is a passionate and entertaining tour of and tribute to one small segment of this inimitable city.
There are many, many books about living in Paris, and I have quite a few of them. Each
neighborhood has its devotees, and for some, detractors. Beyond the cursory rambles of
tourists, and the often tedious drone of formulaic guide books, those who go native, or more
likely half-native, have the chance to paint a picture of daily life and how they fit in or don't in the
social fabric. This is an earnest and charming portrait of every day people on and near a street
steeped in history and still a quite lively and colorful venue. Ms Sciolino not only records the life
of this community but becomes a full fledged member.”

Escondido, “An charming history of a storied street.. Journalist Elaine Sciolino takes us on a
most enjoyable tour of a storied Paris street, the Rue des Martyrs. Life there has evolved
through the centuries and so many events that occurred there are now part of a history known to
all. Degas, Zola, Truffaut, all left their mark. We walk the street craning our necks at the
architecture while learning its history from local mavens. We are introduced to many of the local
shop keepers, their charms and their quirks. Ms. Sciolino's writing is brilliantly descriptive, a
pleasure to read. Those who already know Paris well should now be as eager to explore this
neighborhood as new visitors to the city might be. And if travel to Paris isn't possible, well, this
lovely book is the next best thing.”

Charles Dillingham, “A wonderful book. First of all Elaine is an extraordinary person, having
served as correspondent and bureau chief all over Europe and the Middle East. So when you
read this book, you are living with Elaine on her very personal journey of discovery, not an
objective dictum entirely. For anyone who has spent any time wandering the streets of Paris, and
longs for more, this is the book. Read it, and book your trip.”

Peggy Vincent, “a paean to Rue des Martyrs. Evocative. A loving paean to a single long street



(and the neighborhood surrounding it) in Paris.Next time I'm in Paris, I'll take this book w me and
spend 1-2 days walking the street end to end.”

Nicholas B Ladd, “fun to read. After happening on this street by accident when we were in Paris,
and absolutely falling in love with it, it was fun to read more about the history and people of the
street in this book.”

James Weaver, “Really enjoyed this book.. Have been in that area for an afternoon and now
would spend a day walking up and back. Something like the Rue Cler in Paris where I have
stayed and am planning to go again. Everything you need a small area that is great for travelers.
Laundromat, Post Office, Metro, restaurants, dry cleaners, barbers and hairdressers, florist,
clothing stores, several markets,. All within a 15 minute walk from the hotel.”

Treespirit, “Authentic Parisian Culture: Daily Life Shops And Their Owners Stories. I absolutely
loved this book-- so much that I read it twice. The skilled writer authentically takes the reader in
and out of shops and stores that fill the needs of Parisians' daily life. Markets, cafes, clothing
consignments are expected. But what about the unusual? A knife sharpener, gilt and barometer
restoration, burlesque entertainment, book giveaway block parties. It's as if i walked in and out of
these shops, but more, I know something about the lives of the owners and ties to history. If you
want to visit one street in Paris, buy this book. It will add to your life experience through the
crafted stories of people's authentic daily lives as well as the cultural history of Parisian society.
Give this book to someone visiting Paris for the first time.”

Craobh Rua, “The Life and Times. Elaine Sciolino was born in Buffalo, New York. She began her
journalism career as a researcher at Newsweek Magazine before joining The New York Times in
1984. There, she held a number of posts and eventually became Paris Bureau Chief - she's
been based in the city since 2002. In 2010, she became a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,
France's highest state honour.When Sciolino first came to Paris, she lived on the Rue de Bac, a
very well-to-do street in the seventh. (If you've ever read "The Elegance of the Hedgehog," Rue
de Grenelle - the street on which that book is set - shares a corner with the Rue de Bac). In time,
her children grew up and moved out and she and her husband decided to downsize. Sciolino
was very keen to move to the Rue des Martyrs, a street they had discovered shortly after they
first moved to Paris. They finally found an apartment on the Rue Notre Dame de Lorette -
technically, not the street she wanted, but her new home was only a matter of steps from her
heart's desire. Through what she terms herself as "random acts of meddling", she came to know
the street's inhabitants and shopkeepers, while she studied her new home's past in great detail.
With this book, she shares the stories of the people she has come to know and the street she
loves.An affectionate and easily read book and the sections that were about the street's history
were certainly informative. The book, however, is more about the street's people...though I can't



help wondering how they felt about appearing in it.”

J. Collins, “"America is my country and Paris is my hometown". I loved this engaging book !!!!It
doesn't take much for me to pack a bag, buy a Eurostar ticket and plan a long weekend in
Paris.I've been on this street a few years back without knowing the incredible history and life
stories behind allthe shop fronts. A good excuse to go back there very soon !!!I want Elaine
Sciolino at my next dinner party. I'm totally jealous of her Parisian life on the Rue des Martyrs.”

Autodidact, “Paris. Absolutely loved this, not passing this to aCharity shop, this is a re-reader”

Stuart Elms, “Thoroughly Recommended. A truly fantastic read for anybody interested in travel,
art, literature, food or religion. A unique perspective from a US ex-pat on a really fascinating
street in the heart of Paris.”

Janet, “Five Stars. Received safely - and a most enjoyable read!  Thank you.”

The book by Elaine Sciolino has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 408 people have provided feedback.
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